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Henry Wansbrough 

Jewish Methods ofExegesis in the New Testament 

The majority of writings which compose the New Testament contain puzzling 

passages founded on references to scriprure, where the modern reader can no Ion

ger appreciate the strength of or indeed follow at all the argumentation employed 

by the New Testament writer. The principles of exegesis employed in the first 

cenrury were widely divergent from those used by modern scriprural scholars. At a 
time when the Jewish matrix of Christianity is becoming more and more valued, 

and when our knowledge of the New Testament world is increasing so dramati

cally through the final full publication of the Scrolls from the Judean Desert, it is 

appropriate to examine again the extent to which Jewish methods of exegesis have 
shaped the New Testament. Five principal matters will be discussed: 

I. The fullest theoretical account of the contemporary Jewish methods of exe

gesis is tabulated in the seven middoth attributed to R. Hillel in the late first cen

rury BC. Although this attribution must be treated with caution, although the theo

retical rules are less enlightening than the practice of exegesis, and although the 

importance of these rules for the NT is very uneven, I shall begirr with a short 

explanation of these middoth, and a survey of their use in the NT. 

2. The fullest body of actual scriprural exegesis at roughly the time of the com
position of the New Testament is provided by the writings and scriprural commen

taries of Qumran and the other locations in the Judean Desert. Only recently has 
what Geza Vermes refers to as 'the academic scandal par excellence of the twenti

eth cenrury' begun to be overcome by their full publication, so that the full extent 
of the similarities may be seen. 

3. The highly sophisticated use of argumentative proofs from scriprure in the 

Epistles of Paul and the other New Testament letter-writers will be considered by 
means of a selection of passages. 1 

1 The Book of Revelation is not included in this !ist. It clearly builds heavily on the 
scripture for its rich imagery. A reading of the book which I find attractive is that of R. 
Bauckham, 1993. He sees it in continuity directly with the OT prophetic books rather than 
with other Jewish apocalyptic works, such as 2 Bar and 4 Esr, whose imagery is much less 
fertile and less widespread. It was intended for study and explanation by other Christian 
prophets like the author himself. Obviously many of its obscure passages become clear by 
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4. Suggestions of use in the New Testament of a more extended Jewish scrip
rural homily-form will be examined. 

5. The gospels and Acts, being primarily narrative, make use primarily of nar
rative techniques, though arguments based on scripture, especially legal argu
ments, do occur in the course of the narratives. There would be room for a consid
erable treatrnent of the way such narrative techniques are based on the Old Testa
ment. A few introductory sketches will have to suffice. 

I. Methods of Rabbinical Exegesis and the New Testament 

The first of the properly rabbinie systems of exegetical rules are the seven mid
doth attributed to R. Hillel and catalogued in Tos. Sanhedrin 7.11 (Soncino ed., 
427). It is, however, strongly questionable whether they really stem from Hillel or 
have been subsequently attributed to him. Neusner maintains that the story of Hil
lel and the Bene Bathyra about the coincidence of Sabbath and Passover cannot 
have occuned while the Temple still functioned, since the problern would have 
been too familiar to need a new pronouncement. 

On one occasion the 14th fell on the Sabbathand they [the Bene Bathyra] for
got and did not know whether the Passover overrides the Sabbath or not. ... 
[Hillel said] Surely we have many more than 200 2 Passovers during the year 
which override the Sabbath! In its appointed time [Nm 28.2] is stated in con
nection with the Passover and In its appointed time is stated in connection with 
the tamid. Just as In its appointed time which is said in connection with the 
tamid overrides the Sabbath, so In its appointed time which is said in connec
tion with the Passover overrides the Sabbath .... Thus I have received the tradi
tion from Shemaiah and Abtalyon (b Pes 66a, Soncino ed. Mo'ed, vol2, 333).3 

interpretation in the light of contemporary techniques, such as gezerah shawah. Bauckham, 
296-326, gives an enlightening example in the exegesis of Rv 15.1-2 in view of the under
standing of Ex 15.17-18 at Qumran and of Jg 5 in Pseudo-Philo. 

2 There are, of course, four sacrifices each Sabbath. 
3 Hillel is here arguing that since the importance of correct timing overrides one rule, so 

it can override a lesser rule. He uses the arguments qal wahomer and gezerah shawah. The 
important reason why he finally cites his two teachers is that 'a man cannot argue by a geze
rah shawah of his own accord. He must have received from his teachers that a particular 
word in the Pentateuch is meant for a gezerah shawah, but he cannot assume it hirnself 
(Mo 'ed, 336). This restriction of a widely used 'wild card' technique does not seem to apply 
in the NT. Perhaps it was forrnulated only later. 
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This story, then, would constitute no more than a claim that these middoth were 
sanctioned by Hillel, rather than that they originated with him. D. Daube (1949) 
maintains persuasively that several of them, at least the first two, are simply Aristo
telian rules of logic and had been current in the mediterranean world for centuries 
before Hillel. There is a hint of this in the story that Hillel derived the middoth 
from Shemaiah and Abtalyon, who were proselytes from Alexandria, and were 
( according to a hostile Sadducean tradition given in bPes 70b) the first to be called 
darshanim, so models ofthe type of exegete. The principles were certainly already 
weil known in classical jurisprudence. More developed and later systems were 
formulated in the 13 rules attributed to Rabbi Ishmael ( d. 135) and the 32 rules of 
Rabbi Ehezerben Jose ha-Galili (d. ?160). Of interest to us are only Hillel's rules, 
since only they claim to predate the New Testament. These methods are, however, 
of very uneven value and importance. 

I. Qal wa-homer, either a minore ad maius or a maiore ad minus. This argu
ment appears frequently in the Hebrew Bible: Gn 44.8; Ex 6.12; Nm 12.14; Dt 
31.27; I Sm 23.31; Sm 23.3; Esth 9.12; Jer 12.5 (twice); Ezek 15.5; Prov 11.31, 
and also in rabbinie writings. 

Example: Jose ben Johanan of Jerusalem used to say, 'Let your house be wide 
open and Iet the poor be your hausehold and talk not much with the woman'. 
If he said this about his own wife, how much more then about the wife of his 
friend? (Abot 1.5) 

Of all the middoth, this is the argument most widely used in the New Testa
ment. S. Towner (1982, 134) claims 'among formal arguments only qal vahomer 
can be found'. In the words of Jesus it is used typically and properly to give 
grounds for a legal decision. It is perhaps interesting that Lk, the least semitic of 
the evangelists, uses it only in material shared with Mt; he does not seem to have 
introduced it hirnself except in Lk 13.15-16, and there his use of it is not entirely 
satisfactory. This suggests that he is handling material not entirely familiar. The 
narrative is closely parallel to the story of Lk 14.1-6, each starting off with Kai. 

l.öou äv8pwnoc; I yvvl"). Lk's narrative of the woman was formed by him in fulfil
ment of his regular pairing of women with men. His argument may be less good 
than Mt's, if it was indeed forbidden to untie knots on the Sabbath, as Strack
Billerbeck 11.199 maintained. 

The argument is used Mt 6.30; 7.11; 10.25; 12.3-4, 5-6 (omitted by Lk), 10-13; 
Jn 7.23; 10.34-36 (an Ich-Wort); Rm 5.15, 17; 8.32; 11.12, 24; 1 Cor 6.2-4 (to 
ground action); 2 Cor 3.7, 9, 11 (a triple use with noaQ 1-J.&.Uov, to contrast the 
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glory of the two ministries, and also interwoven with a Targumic interpretation); 
Heb 9.14; 10.29. 

2. Gezerah shawah (= equal decision or determination), argument from anal
ogy. The two texts are linked tagether on the grounds of verbal similarity; the two 
texts are then used to illustrate and amplify one another. According to the later 
rules the argumentation must be founded on texts from the Torah, and the hinge
ward be the same. Obviously this principle can be used and abused very widely, so 
that the Iimitation mentioned above, that its use must be authorised by tradition, 
seems wise. 

Example: In one passage on divorce, Dt 24.1, the command with n'?lli im
plies a writien document, so also it must imply a written document in the case 
of the command with n'?lli on the manumission of slaves in Exodus 21.27 
(Mek. on Ex 21.27). 

Use in NT: Mt 12.1-4 (an argument from analogy, but not using one word nor 
founded on a Torah-text); Ac 2.25-28 + 34 (hinging on EK ÖE~Lwv !-LOU in the two 
texts for an understanding of the resurrection); Rm 4.1-12 Uustification by faith 
accounted to Abraham and to others. As in the tamid example, the argument is 
centred on the hinge-word, A.oyt(Ea8ln: its meaning is determined by Ps 32, and 
then this meaning is applied to the Genesis-quotation to show that such people are 
blessed); Ga 4.27 atE1po:). The same teclmique ofmutual interpretationjustified by 
a shared word is used in Ga 3.10-14, linking Dt 27.26 to 21.22 by 'cursed' and Hab 
2.4 to Lv 18.5 by 'live'. 

Clearly it is possible to attain different results by combining different texts, and 
this is precisely the movement of midrash. So in Rm 4.3 (II Ga 3.6) Paul uses Gn 
15.6 to prove that faith alone suffices. The celebrated passagein Jas 2.18-23 which 
Lt1thcr disliked so much draws the opposite conclusion by rclating Gn 15.6 to the 
Aqcdah (Gn 22.9, a key text in Jewish thinking about Abraham, used also by Jose
phus, 4 Mc and Jubilees) in v.21. Thc conjunction of the two texts is justified by 
the presence in both of the promise of descendants like stars of the sky. To make 
doubly sure, Jas 2.23 also inserts the seemingly superfluous 'and he received the 
name "friend of God" '. The point of this becomes clear only in vicw of the fact 
that both Is 41.8 and 2 Chr 20.7 refer to the promise to 'Abraham my/your friend'. 
Thus Jas is bringing the Prophets and the Writings to confirm his intcrpretation of 
the Torah. 
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3. Binyan ab mi-katub ehad = a construction of a 'father', from one text and the 
application to others, i.e. one scriprural passage fonning the basis for interpretation 
of others. 

Example: ~~~' •;:, 'if there be found' is followed in Dt 17.6 by 'in the mouth of 
two or three witnesses'. So 'in the mouth of two or three witnesses' is applied to 
a whole family of texts which begin 'if there be found' ( e.g. Dt 18.1 0; 22.22; 
24.7) detailing various crimes, so that two or three witnesses are required for 
them all. Sifre Dt 17.2. 

There do not seem to be examples of this in the NT. 

4. Binyan ab mi-shnei ketubim. This is the same as the preceding. The interpre-
tation is stronger because the principle is drawn from two texts. 

Example from Mekhilta de R. Ishmael (neziqin 9): Using Ex 21.26 and 27, 
which prescribe that a master must Iet his slave go free if he damages the 
slave's tooth or eye, it is argued that a major and irreplaceable organ is envis
aged; a class is constituted from the two examples. A master must therefore re
lease a slave if he has damaged any of his major, visible and irreplaceable or
gans. 

Again no clear NT example, though perhaps Mt 12.25-29. 

5. Kelal u-perat, u-perat u-kelal (general and specific and specific and general) 
- what applies to the general applies also to the specific. This may be used in two 
directions. Bither the narrower term is understood to restriet the wider, so that Lv 
1.2 excludes wild beasts, or the wider term generalises the narrower, as in Ex 22.9. 
Each ofthese is familiar from Roman Law. 

Example uses Lv 1.2 'You shall bring an offering from the cattle [general], 
from the herd or the flock [ specific ]' in Sifra, intro 7. 

Use in NT: Ga 5.14; Rm 13.8-10, both arguing that the whole law, in all its com
mands, is fulfilled by fulfilment of the law of love. 

A very common similar figure, one principle summing up many examples, oc
curs of course in the Golden Rule, attributed to both Jesus and (unreliably, see 
Alexander 1990) to Hillel, and in the six antitheses about observance of the Law in 
Mt 5.20 + 21-48, and on the classic good works of Judaism in Mt 6.1 + 2-18. The 
same figure seems to be used in L v 18 .I, 'Y ou are not to behave as the Egyptians 
do', followed by a series of prohibitions of sexual relations with close relatives, 
many of which were common in Egypt. 
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6. Keyotze' bo be-maqom aher is interpretation of one passage by another 
similar passage in scripture. 

Example: in bBaba Kamma 86b, interpreting the 'killer' of Num 35.31 by 
means ofthe 'killer' ofDt 19.3, and 'guilty' in Dt 25.2 by means of'guilty' in 

Num 35.31. 

Use in Ga 3.8, 16: the promise to Abraham and his cmE'wa in Gn 12.3 and 
22.18 are similarly understood (see below). As we shall see from the section on 

Paul, this argument is very widely used by him. Establishment of the meaning of a 

word from one passage, followed by application to another, seems to be one of his 
chief methods of interpretation. By the modern principles of exegesis it is not al

ways used legitimately, and indeed often seems to do violence to the context. It 
obviously needs tobe used with a certain respect for the final middah. 

One extreme use ofit is in CD 16.14-15: the word ~in, meaning 'net' in Mi 7.2, 

is interpreted as 'votive offering', an entirely different sense, to underpin a regula

tion prohibiting consecration of some foods. Indeed at Qumran interpretations 

often seem to hinge on an obvious misuse or misapplication of a word, just as Mt 

misapplies quotations at Mt 1.23 and 8.17. Of the three quotations in 1 QS only the 
quotation of Ex 23.7 in 1QS 5.15 would pass a modern jury. The quotation of Is 

40.3 at 1QS 8.14 was originally intended as a merely rhetorical command an

nouncing God's march across the desert; it is understood by 1 QS, John the Baptist 
hirnself and the whole gospel tradition as a real command to make ready. The third 

example, Is 2.22 quoted at 1QS 5.17, invo1ves twisting ::l!lim from 'reckoned, i.e. 

valued' to 'reckoned, i.e. considered a member of a community'. Another example 
is the change of lliKi in Dt 32.33 from 'poison' to 'head' at CD 8.8-12. 

7. Dabar ha-lamed me-inyano (a word that learns from its context). 

Example: in bSanh. 86a the prohibition of stealing (Ex 20.15) is interpreted 
as a prohibition agairrst stealing human beings because the generat context 
is one which invo1ves capital punishment. 

There is nothing specifically Jewish or rabbinie about this middah. It is an ob

vious respect for a text that ambiguity in a single phrase should be settled by con
text. Cicero enunciates the principle: ex superiori et inferiori scriptura docendum 
id quod queratur fieri perspicuum (De lnv 2.40.117). In the NT this method of 

arguing is used in Rm 4.1-12. The relative positions of the two Genesistextsare 

used to argue that circumcision does not justify: Abraham is justified in Gn 15, but 

circumcision is prescribed only in Gn 17. Similarly in Ga 3.17, Abraham's justifi-
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cation is by faith rather than the Law, since it occurs 430 years before the Law is 
given. Similarly, in Heb 3.11-4.11 the meaning of 'enter into the place ofrest' in Ps 
95.11 is clarified from Gn 2.2. 

There is, then, a certain similarity between the use of these middoth in Judaism 
and in the New Testament, and especially in the sayings of Jesus. The only one of 
these middoth to be used with any frequency as prescriptive in a halakhic way in 
the sayings of Jesus is the first. 4 It is this also which is common in the Old Testa
ment. Although this argument is a piece of 'natural', Aristotelian, logic it is still 
significant for our purposes, in that it is also especially important within Judaism. 

Paul's use of the arguments is, however, far more subtle than the usage in the 
gospels. Paul uses his rabbinie training to muster a more varied and sophisticated 
armoury of arguments. From the preponderance of such argumentation Jeremias 
(1969) argued that Paul must, in confirmation of Acts 22.3, have been a Hillelite. 
This presupposes too definitely that the middoth do in fact stem from Hillel and 
that they were confined to his school. It is also notable, of course, that the argu
ments are used especially in Ga and Rm, when he is writing with a Jewish audi
ence in mind. Longenecker (1975) reckans that of explicit biblical quotations in 
Paul over half ( 45) occur in Rm, 10 in Ga, 15 in 1 Cor and 7 in 2 Cor. This may be 
partly because Paul is more concemed with tight and cogent argumentation in the 
'great' letters, but principally because the argumentation presupposes a large and 
theologically formed Jewish community. It may well be that such places as Thessa
lonica and Philippi had a theologically less developed Jewish community. 

The middoth are, furthennore, only a codification of practice, and a partial 
codification at that. P. Alexander (1993, 306) compares midrash to agame played 
with strict rules: 'Midrash can be seen as a game like chess, played to strict but 
complex rules; it has a field ofplay (the chessboard), aims and objectives (check
mating the king), forces to be deployed and strategies followed to achieve the aims 
and objectives (the chess pieces, their moves and set pattems of play)'. He rightly 
insists that it is far more instructive to watch the rahbis at the 'game' of midrash 
than to read the book of rules. 

It is questionable whether the term 'midrash' should ever be used ofprocesses in 
the NT. J. Fitzmyer (1981) considers that it should be used only ofGa 3-4, 1 Cor 

4 Jesus also uses the rabbinie principle (Mek. Hashirah 7 on 15.9) 'there is no earlier and 
later in the Torah' in the controversy with the Sadducees about resurrection (Mk 12.26). Jt is 
this principle which makes possible frequent changes oftense, e.g. 2 Cor 3.15 and Mt 22. 32. 
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10 in part, 2 Cor 3.7-4.6 and Heb 7. In the past it has been used so widely as to 

mean little more than any commentary on scripture in general. This usage seems to 
stem from R. Bloch's article 'Midrash' in DBS 5 (1957) col 1263-81. Star1ing from 

the general description 'un genre edifiant et explicatif etroitement rattache a l'Ecri

ture dans lequel la part de l'amplification est n~elle mais secondaire' she character
ises it later in various ways, e.g. 

- le Chroniste reprend les materiaux anciens pour les reorganiser suivant les 

conceptions theologiques et les visees apologiques propres. 

- le reemploi des textes sacres transmis, avec une reflexion religieuse sur leur 
contenu avec l'actualisation qui les rapporte dans un but pratique a la situation 

presente. 

- la reference constante aux donnees bibliques, la dramatisation et la reinter
pretation des evenements et des aspirations de l'epoque. 

Her final definition seems to be 'le genre midrashique, qui comporte une expli

cation et un approfondissment de la Bible par Ia Bible'. In The Anchor Bible Dic
tionary (1992) Gary Porton opts for a possibly even wider definition as 'a type of 
literature, oral or written, which has its starting-point in a fixed canonical text, 

considered the revealed word of God ... in which this original verse is explicitly 

cited or closely alluded to' (819). This definition hardly fits his own usage in the 
next column, in which he importantly distinguishes the midrashim from the pe

sharim of Qumran on various grounds: 

1. The pesharim start with a Iemma and explain it, 

2. The midrashim quote scholarly opinions, often without the original context, 

3. The purpose of the Qumran pesharim is always to show the present realisa
tion of the Biblical texts, whereas those of the rahbis are much more diverse. 

In The Oxford Campanion to the Bible (1993) Philip Alexander is considerably 

stricter, considering only the midrashim of the Tannaitic and Amoraic periods ( c. 
70-500 AD). He describes them briefly as 'intensely argumentative, at pains to 
make clear their exegetical reasoning and quote divergent and often contradictory 

opinions of various scholars' (305). It is important to distinguish between the form 

and the methods of midrash (Alexander 1984). The midrashic form, with its quo

tation of authorities pitted one against another, cannot occur in the NT, where the 

only authority is Christ; there are no two human figures whose authoritative words 

can be pitted against each other. The methods, however, do occur. More important 

still, the basic attitude which underlies the method is also present. It was, of course, 
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suggested by M. Goulder (1976) that Mt is a midrash of Mk. Whatever the rela
tionship of Mt to Mk, the term is unsuitable principally for two reasons: firstly, 
midrash seeks to enhance a text for the reader, whereas Mt seems to intend to re
place Mk; secondly, midrash should be done on a canonical text, whereas it is 
doubtful that Mk had such status already. 

2. Methods of Exegesis at Qumran compared to those ofthe New Testament. 

The single most important group of witnesses to Jewish methods of exegesis at 
the time of the New Testament is the material from Qurnran and other sites in the 
Judean Desert. lts importance comes partly from its volume and coherence, partly 
from the similarity which might be expected from the sirnilarity of its area of 
provenance and background (which distinguishes it from the Philonic material), 
and partly from the similarity which examination shows in fact to have existed. 
Here was a community dominated by eschatological ideas, just as is the commu
nity of the New Testament. The most important difference lies in the fact that the 
sectaries of Qurnran were stilllooking to an event in the future for the fulfilment of 
their eschatological hopes, whereas the authors of the New Testament principally 
looked back to the fulfilment ofhope in the life, ministry and resurrection of Jesus, 
though they did stilllook forward to its completion in an event in the future. How
ever, the similarity of outlook on Scripture is not confined to a mere general escha
tological emphasis. 

1. The basis of all the interpretation is that the prophecies were to be fulfilled in 
the time of the sectaries' own community, cf. Lk 4.16-30. Unbelievers will not 
necessarily appreciate the fulfilment, cf. Mk 4.1 0-12; Rm 9-11. 

The men of violence and the breakers of the Covenant will not believe 
when they hear all that is to happen to the final generation from the Priest, 
in whose heart God set understanding, that he might interpret all the words 
of his servants the prophets, through whom he foretold all that would hap
pen to his people and hisland (1QpHab 2.6-10). 

2. The sectaries of Qurnran believed that the prophets did not themselves know 
the fulfilment of what they had written: 

God told Habakkuk to write down that which would happen to the final 
generation, but he did not make known to him when time would come to an 
end. And as for that which he said, That he who reads may read it speedily, 
interpreted this concems the Teacher of Righteousness, to whom God made 
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known all the mysteries of the words of his servants the prophets ( 1 QpHab 
7.1-5). 

3. This passage also shows that, though in practice the fulfilment was perceived 
by the interpreters, the commentators of the documents, in theory all the under
standing was ascribed to the Teacher of Righteousness, from whom presumably 
the commentators are assumed to have derived their knowledge. In the New Tes
tament the theme is constant that understanding is granted only through Christ, e.g. 
Mt 11.25-30; Jn 14.6. 

4. Pesher is distinguished from midrash in that pesher requires special revela
tion or insight, whereas midrash is argumentative. It is significant that the word 
pesher appears in the Bible chiefly (30 times, otherwise only in Qo 8.1) in Dn 2, 4 
and 5, of the interpretation of dreams, for which Daniel has the special gift of in
spiration. Its corresponding object is raz, a term which is key in the exegesis of 
Qumran (1QpHab 7.5, 8, 14; 1QS 3.23). This of course has its Pauline equivalent 
in ~UCJT~pLov (e.g. Rm 16.25; 1 Cor 2.7; 13.2; 15.51; Eph/Col passim). Just as the 
Qumran interpreters are teaching the secrets revealed to the Teacher of Righteous
ness at the end of time, so Paul is teaching the ultimate meaning of the scriptures, 
at last revealed in Christ and promulgated in Paul's gospel. 

A detailed comparison to demonstrate the similarity of methods of using scrip
ture at Qumran and in the NT may build on Fitzmyer's presidential address to the 
Society for New Testament Study (NTS 7 [1960/61] 297-333). He categorises the 
similarities: 

a. Introductory Formulae The outline similarity of usage in the two communi
ties is first indicated by the similarity of introductory formulae used at Qumran and 
in the New Testament: 

o{n:wc; yrxp yEypcmraL 

Ka8wc; yEypamaL 

KO:Tfx "CO Elpt']f.LEVOV 

:l1n:::l p ';::) 
:l1n:::l it/J~;:) 

i~~ it/J~;:) 

b. Application of the texts The use of the quotations divides into the same 
classes in both the Qumran texts and the New Testament: 

1. Litera! or historical sense, when the quotations are used in the same sense 
as in the original, e.g. 'Conceming the saying, "You shall not take vengeance 
on the children of your people", if any member of the Covenant accuses his 
companion without first rebuking him before witnesses .. .'(CD 9.2). In the NT: 
Mt 4.4; Jn 6.31; 10.34; Ac 7.3. 
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2. A modemized application, when the biblical words areindefinite enough 
to be reapplied to a new situation and shed light on it, e.g. 'The "star" is the in
terpreter of the Law who shall come to Damascus, as it is written, "A star shall 
come forth out of Jacob ... " (CD 7.15-20). This particular application goes into 
allegorical detail, a !ist of five correspondences to Amos 5.26-27; 11.11; Nm 
24.17 in as many lines - strongly reminiscent of the gospel interpretation of the 
parable of the Sower. In the NT this usage is particularly common, e.g. Mt 
4.15-16; Lk 4.16-21; 2 Cor 6.2. 

3. Accommodated texts, wrested from their contexts (though it is often dif
ficult to decide whether texts should fall into this or the previous category), e.g. 
'No member of the community shall follow them in matters of doctrine and 
justice ... as it is written, "Keep away from the man in whose nostrils is breath, 
for wherein is he counted?" '(lQS 5.17). In the NT: Mk 12.26; Rrn 2.24; Eph 
4.8. 

4. Texts which can be understood eschatologically and applied to a specifi
cally eschatological situation: e.g. 'They shall strengthen all the mighty men of 
war. They shall recount what you said through Moses, "When you go to war in 
your land against the oppressor who oppresses you, you shall blow the trum
pets and you shall be remernbered before God"' (1QM 10.8). This is perhaps 
the most important and relevant for the NT. Particularly the Qurnran pesharim 
take a general, often wisdom-type, text and apply it without any justification to 
a particular historical situation in the story of the community. E.g. in 4Q 171, 
Commentary on the Psalms, 'Though he stumble he shall never fall' is applied 
to the Teacher of Righteousness (3.15), or 'The wicked watches out for the 
Righteous' is applied to the Wicked Priest (4.6). In the same way e.g. Mt takes 
a general text about the Servant of the Lord and applies it to Jesus (8.17); Paul, 
in his turn, takes the celebrated promise to Abraham and his descendance and 
focusses that on Jesus. Also in the NT: Mt 7.23; Rrn 11.25-26; 1 Cor 15.54-55. 

This Iist of references represents, of course, only a small selection of texts. The 
references could be multiplied vastly for both elements of the comparison, both 
Qurnran and the New Testament. It is, however, enough to show that a closely 
similar approach to the use of scripture was operative in both these eschatological 
communities. 

The Qurnran pesharim can also be divided into three classes: continuous com
mentary on lectio continua ( e.g. 1 QpHab ), thematic collections commented ( e.g. 
the eschatological gathering on the last days 4Q174+177, or on the Messiah 
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11 QMelch) and use of proof texts to prove a point of legislation ( e.g.1 QS 5.15 or 
8.14). Fora eomparison ofmethods with the New Testament 11QMelch is one of 
the most stimulating ofthe Qumran texts, closely related to Lk 4.16-30. 

11 Q Melch starts from the preseriptions of Dt 15.2 for the Jubilee Year, inter
preting it of the year of graee for Melchizedek, the day of salvation when Mel
ehizedek will exeeute the judgement of God and bring good news as the 
anointed one of the spirit. Assoeiated, therefore, with the basie text of Dt are 
Dn 9.25 and Is 52.7; 61.2-3. The aetualisation ofls 52.7, linked with Dn 9.25, 
is extraordinarily reminiseent of the similar usage in Lk 4.16-30, where Jesus 
begins his message of good news, the year of graee, in the power of the Spirit. 
The Melchizedek aspeet is missing in Lk, but reeeives ample use in Heb 7. 
There are two notable differenees in the treatment of Melchizedek between Heb 
and the Qumran text, namely: 

1. despite the framework of the Day of Atonement in 11 QMelch, Mel
ehizedek is there presented not as atoning but as judging, whereas in Heb the 
emphasis is on Melchizedek as priest rather than judge, and 

2. in 11 QMeleh Melchizedek is presented as a quasi-divine figure, exeeut
ing judgement on the holy ones of God as Elohim; this is closely parallel to the 
Christology of Heb 1.5, but not to the treatment of Melchizedek in Heb 7. 

This may be the moment to remark that Heb 7 is one of the most typieal ex
amples of argumentative midrash in the NT, eorresponding neatly to the later rab
binie geme. It takes its point of departure from the text of Gn 14, aetualises it of 
the present situation, illustrates it by bringing in another text, Ps 11 0.4, uses the 
rabbinie argument from silenee (quod non in Tara non in mundo) about Melchi
zedek's laek of aneestry or end. This sort of rabbinie argumentation reeurs eon
tinually in Heb. For example, in the Christological development of Heb 1 there are 
the familiar moves of qal wahomer (eontrasting the Son with the angels), the mi
nor ehanges of text (introduetion of the two articles ~ paßöoc; tfjc; EUSUtT]toc; in v. 
8, the ehange of order L::u Ko:t' &pxac; in v. 1 0) to strengthen the argument, and the 
illustration of one text by another through verbal eoineidenee: YL6c; joins Ps 2 and 
2 Sm 7 in v. 5 (ef. Bateman 1995, 11-27, who pointsout the similarity of argument 
and teehnique between Heb 1 and 4QFlor). 

The New Testament has, of eourse, little eorresponding to the systematie bibli
eal eommentaries of Qumran, eonsisting of Iemmata followed by pesharim ( e.g. 1 
QpHab; 4Q169, ete). These eommentaries take as their starting-point the biblieal 
books and understand them in the light of present events. This type of eontinuous 
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commentary on biblical books simply does not occur in the New Testament. The 
writings of the New Testament stmi, so to speak, at the other end: the New Testa
ment writers are concerned above all to interpret the Christ-event. They take the 
Christ-event as their starting-point in order to interpret that in the light of biblical 
texts. This method does, however, occur in short passages in Paul and the Letter to 
the Hebrews. A close New Testament equivalent to the Qumran pesharim is pro
vided Rm 10.5-13, which gives a phrase-by-phrase interpretation of Lev 18.5, 
followed by Dt 30.12-14. 

Of all the New Testament books, the pesher technique is used most frequently 
in Hebrews, although the pesher-formula is not used: Heb 2.6-9 gives a pesher
style interpretation ofPs 8.4-6; Heb 3.7-4.12 an extended commentary on Ps 95.7·-
11; Heb 10.5-10 a pesher-style interpretation of Ps 40.6-8 phrase by phrase. There 
is another pesher-technique in evidence here. It is common in pesher-interpretation 
to change words slightly, especially by means of a sort of pun by changing the 
order of letters. The change from LXX wna to OWf.LCG in Heb 10. 7, (cf. lQpHab 
4.4, the change from i::l~ to i~::l, and 8.5 the change from ElON to !'.lO') therefore 
represents a common feature of pesharim. Heb 12.5-13 cornments Ps 3.11-12 in 
the same way. 

3. Pauline Use of Jewish Techniques 

Paul in fact uses a number of techniques other than those codified in the mid
doth which are typical of rabbinie argumentation, e.g. haruzin ( called by Lon
genecker 'pearl-stringing'), the teclmique of stringing tagether quotations joined 
only by 'and' or 'and then' in Rm 3.10-18; 9.12-20; 15; 5 Ga 3.10-13 (cf. Ber. 18a; 
Sanh. 38b; Mak. 13b ), or the quoting of Law, Prophets and Writings in quick suc
cession (Rm 11.8-10; 15.9-12). 

Rather than taking the middoth as a starting-point for the investigation of Paul, 
it will be useful at this stage to detail a number of Pauline passag es where he seems 
to be specifically reliant on Jewish methods of exegesis. It has, of course, been 
specifically argued that Paul drew his interpretation of the vicarious sacrificial 
death of Jesus from the Aqedah; there seems, however, to be no link of detail or 
vocabulary between Jewish treatments of this well-known theme and Paul's treat
ment of Jesus' sacrifice. 

5 Not to mention the strange and unexplained passage of 2 Cor 6.14-7.1. Fitzmyer, 1961 
understands this as a non-Pauline interpolation. 
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One pattem is, on the other hand, frequently apparent in Paul's use of the Jew
ish tradition of interpretation. Not content with puiling certain Jewish interpreta
tions round to centre them on Christ, he is an artist at using such interpretations 
precisely to show the inadequacy of the older view, thus leaving the proponents of 
the Jewish argument hoist with their own petard. There is a whole series of pas
sages where Paul stands the accepted interpretation on its head. 

1. Moses' ascent to heaven to fetch the Law (Rom 10.6-8, cf. M. McNamara 
1966). The Jewish character of the argument is already hinted by the formula 
used to apply the scripture, cOUc' E:onv, so common in the Qumran pesharim 
(vv. 6, 7, cf. lQpHab 2.1-10). Paul also, however, takes over the reasoning. 
The Palestinian Targum understands the passage Dt 30.12-14 ofMoses' ascent 
into heaven to fetch the Law. It understands the descent into the depths (the 
original text of Dt has only 'cross the seas') of Jonah's 'resurrection', in which 
he brings up the Law with him. Paul applies them both to the resurrection and 
exaltation of Christ. Not surprisingly he omits both mentions in the passage of 
Dt about 'putting the Law into practice', which would not further his argument. 

The same idea of Moses' ascent to heaven to fetch the Law is surely re
flected also in Eph 4.1-8. Here Ps 67.19 is quotedas 'Avaßa~ Ek Ülj!o~ UX!lO:

ÄwcEUOEV atx!lo:Äwo(av, E'öwKEV 6Üjlo:co: 1o"l~ &v8pw1ToL~. This departs from the 
LXX, which has EÄo:ßE~ 6Üjlo:m E:v &v8pw1TOL~ (so the Targum changes to p'?n 
from npS). The Targum, however, simply incorporates its interpretation into 
the text, 'You ascended the firmament, prophet Moses, you took captivity cap
tive, you leamed the words of the Law, you gave them as gifts to the sons of 
men'. Just as in Rm 10, the role of Moses is in Eph, without further ado, simply 
assigned to Christ. 

2. The rock whichfollowed the people in the desert (1 Cor 10.4) isanother 
famous rabbinie interpretation, based on Nb 21.17. The tradition in the rabbinie 
writings grew graduaily. It was either a rock, or a weil the size of an oven or a 
beehive which foilowed them. 

And so the weil which was with the Israelites in the desert was a rock, the 
size of a !arge round vessel, surging and gurgling upwards, as from the 
mouth of this little flask, rising with them up onto the mountains and going 
down with them into the vaileys (Tosephta Sukka 3.11; cf. Targ Jer on Nb 
21; Deut.R. 6.11; Nm R. 18.22). 

The curious exegesis of the rock as foilowing Israel seems to be drawn from 
the fact that the miracle is related in two different places, Rephidim (Ex 17.2) 
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and Meribah (Nm 20.11 ). The song about the weil is then taken to apply also to 

the !ist of places which follows in Nm 21.17-20. As usual, Paul 'corrects' the 

interpretation to centre it on Christ. 

3. Thus Josephus Ant. 15.5.3 (cf. Jubilees 1.29-2.1; Apoc Moses, pref., etc) 

instances the mediation of angels in 'leaming from God the most excellent of 

our doctrines and the most holy part of our Law'. Mediation by angels is fre

quently mentioned in the Jewish tradition, and is seen as a sign of the high 

value ofthe Law. In Ga 3.19, however, Paul uses the promulgation through an

gels precisely to show the inadequacy ofthe Law. 

4. Similarly the veil over Moses'face (2 Cor 3.13-16) would normally be 

interpreted as evidence of Moses' reverence and of the greatness of the divine 

glory he experienced. Paul, on the other hand, interprets the veil as a symbol of 

Iack of perception, and uses it precisely to make a conh·ast between the two 

covenants, to the disadvantage of the former covenant. First he uses the tech

nique of gezerah shawah, bringing together two texts to illustrate each other, or 

in this case three texts. /:yyqpcq.tJ..LEVTJ /:v Kcxpölcxu; (2 Cor 3.3) occurs only twice 

in the LXX, of which one instance is Jer 38.33. Similarly Kcxtv* 6tcx8~KT]c; oc

curs only Jer 38.31; thus Jeremiah's promise of a new covenant is decisively 

indicated. The parallel passage in Ezekiel is also indicated by Kcxpölcxtc; ocxp

dvcxtc;. which occurs only in Ez 11.19 and 36.26. The conh·asting covenant i=v 
nlccx(tv /ct8lvcxtc; of course refers to Ez 34. So Paul's firstpesher on this passage 

is to actualise the texts by the claim that the Corinthians are this new covenant. 

He applies this somewhat artificially (and strained interpretation is often a fea

ture of this genre) in claiming that he has no need of letters of introduction 

since they are his letter, ön EOTE ETTlOtOA~ XptotOU ÖLCXKOVT]8Ei:ocx ucp' ~J..LWV. 

Paul continues to play with the idea of the new covenant for a few verses, 

bringing in also the notion of his empowerment, comparing it with that of 

Moses, who complained in Ex 4.10 that he was not tKaVOS' to speak. Paul has 

been put in the position of Moses by God Öc; KCXL LKavwoEv ~J..Liic;. He then deve

lops the contrast with Moses and his covenant, with scintillating technique. 

Three times in 2 Cor 3.7-11 Paul uses the qal wahomer argument. Et ÖE ... 

TTWc; ouxt J,.LiiUov and EL yap TTOAAc\l J..LiiUov (twice). Then, after a couple of 

bridge verses he tums in vv. 14b-17 to give a pesher of Ex 34.34. This is sig

nalled by the comparatively rare expression ~VLKCX ÖE (2 Cor 3.16 and Ex 

34.34). Typical features of the genre are not only the explanation of key

expressions, e.g. o ÖE KUptoc; to TTVEUJ..LcX /:onv, explaining who the Kuptoc; is to 
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whom they must turn, but the actualisation by change of tense from Exodus' 

imperfect to present. Paul also calls to his aid in interpretation a passage from 

Isaiah (6.9-10) from which he draws the change from Exodus' ELonopEt!o~aL to 

E:mmpE!flw. The passagewas already suggested by the idea of seeing the divine 

ö6~a and by the concept of hardening of hearts. However, the interpretation of 

the re-entry into the tent as a conversion ( i:morpE'!flw) may well be assumed by 

Paul to be standard in his readers, since it comes also in Targ. Pal. 

5. In 1 Cor 15.45-47 Paul insists that Christ is the Second Adam. o\hw<; K<XL 

yEypanmL, 'EyEvew o npww<; &vepwno<; 'AM~ Ei.<; \jiux~v (woav, o Eoxaw<; 

'AM~ ELc TfVEU~(X (<.pOTfOLOUV. &U' ou npwwv TO TfVEU~<XHKOV &Ua 10 \jJUXl

KOV' ETfEl1<X TO TfVEUil<XHKOV. 0 npw-co<; &v8pwno<; EK yf)<; xo'lKO<;, 0 ÖEl!1Epü<; 

&v8pwno<; i:E, oupavou. He is clearly combating an interpretation by which Adam 

is considered the heavenly Man. This can be found also in Philo, who explains 

the two creation-narratives in Genesis as conceming two Adams, one heavenly 

and the other clay-ey: 'There are two types ofmen, one a heavenly, the other an 

earthly man. The heavenly man, being made after the image of God, is alto

gether without part or lot in corruptible and terrestrial substance; but the other 

was compacted out of clay' (Leg. All. 1.31 ). I do not suggest that Paul in fact 

encountered this idea in Philo; it is not clear how influential was Philo's phi

losophy outside Alexandria. C. Spicq argued especially for a close link between 

Philo and the author of Heb, but current thinking seems set in the opposite di

rection. There is no typology in Philo and plenty of allegory, while in Heb we 

find no allegory and plenty of typology. For Heb Melchizedech is a type of 

Christ, whereas Philo merely allegorises his priesthood as contributing 'lofty 

and sublime and magnificent ideas about God' (Leg. All. 3.82). The Iist ofheroes 

of faith in Heb 11 is not unlike some lists in Philo, but whereas the heroes 

catalogued in Heb are real examples to be imitated, those listecl in Philo are al

legorised (Leg. All .. 2.57-59), or serve merely as an introduction to philosophi

cal reflection (Quis her. 260-262). As they are, the ideas about Adam stand 

parallel in the two writers. In any case, Paul stands this interpretation on its 

head by insisting that the first Adam was the one compacted out of clay, and 

that the second Adam, Christ, is the one without part or lot in corruptible and 

tenestrial substance. He makes use of this interpretation also, of course, in Rm 
5.12-20. Indeed, Paul's exegesis of these two passages is really a massive at

tempt to upset the nonnal Jewish understanding of Hab 2.4, as instanced e.g. in 

1 QpHab 8.1: 'interpreted this concems all who observe the Law'. 
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6. The allego1y about Sarah and Ha gar (Ga 4.21-31) is another instance of 
Paul's skilful use of Jewish exegesis to his own ends, in stark opposition to the 
way it was nmmally used. Normally Sarah and her son stand for the tme Israel 
and for the glorious Jemsalem, whereas Hagar and Ishmael stand for the de
spised gentiles. Paul, on the other hand, by concentrating on the aspect of 
promise rather than physical descent, paints the rejected Hagar and Ishmael as 
Israel K0:1Ct oapKO:. This is all the more pointed in that Ishmael was understood 
at Qurnran as progenitor of the 'sons of darkness' (1QM 2.13). Paul does not 
make clear whether the 'slavery' of Jerusalem is to the Romans, to the Law or to 
the 'elements of this world'. In the course of the passage Paul also uses two 
other elements of Jewish interpretation: 

(1) The persecution of Isaac by Ishmael is a particular interpretation of 
j'nl:!r.l in Gn 21.9 which appears also in Tg Ps-J, Tg Neofad loc (but not in Jo
sephus' treatment ofthe story, Ant 1.215). The details and vocabulary ofPaul's 
treatrnent suggest that he is familiar with the targumic interpretation. Their 
context also is inheritance; both mothers and both sons are mentioned by name. 

(2) The link of the barren mother (Gn 11.30) to banen Jemsalem (Is 54.1) is 
a typical example of gezerah shawah, the sense of a word in one passage of 
scripture interpreted by the sense established from another passage. 

The hostility of Paul's exegesis culminates in the sharp advice from Gen 21, 
'Drive away that slave-girl and her son'. Despite eirenie interpretations of e.g. 
0. Betz, Galatians (Hermeneia), Paul does seem to be driven by the heat of 
controversy to argue that the representatives of 'Ishmael' should be expelled 
from the Christian community. 

4. Jewish-type sennans in the New Testament 

Peder Borgen (1965) in his book made the important discovery that Jn 6.31-58 
shares several features with not only the later Palestinian midrashim (with which 
his chief component of comparison is Midrash Rabbah on Exodus) but also with 
contemporary homilies of Philo, particularly Legum Allegoriae 3.162-8 and De 
Mutatione Nominum 253-63. The similarity extends not only to the general shape 
but to detailed treatrnent and verbal techniques. Some hesitation has been ex
pressed at the term 'homily' because of the dialogue present both in Jn 6 and in the 
Exodus Rabbah. This hesitation is accepted by Borgen (1987, 13 7), though he does 
pointout that Jn represents Jesus as speaking in the synagogue at Capernaum. The 
similarity is detailed: 
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1. The ruling quotation is from the Pentateuch (in the case of Jn 6 this is Ex 
16.15), is discussed phrase by phrase successively, and retums in the summing up. 

2. In each case there is a subsidiary quotation from the prophets (Jn's is Is 
54.13). 

3. The pattem of'ipn SKis used. In the case of Jn 6 this enables the speaker to 
correct in the rabbinie manner the tense of the verb (not 'gave' but 'gives'), the 
subject (not Moses but the Father) and the recipients (not 'them' but 'you'). 

4. Further determinants are added such as b &p't'o~ 't'OU 9EOü and o &pw~ 't'fj~ 

(wfj~. and purpose clause (oux '(vcx. 'TTOlW 't'o 9EA11J.l.CX. 't'o EJ.l.OV &.U&). 

A number of these elements is present also in Paul's extended treatment of Gn 
15.6 in Ga 3 and Rm 4 - more fully in the latter, in which the initial statement 
retums fully at the end. Both have subsidiary quotations, but lack the successive 
treatment of each phrase in the lemma. This adds force to the claim that these are 
elements common to scriptural argumentation at the time. 

In the same way, and seemingly independently, J. Bowker (NTS 14) claimed 
that several of the speeches in Acts are in the same form of a Jewish proem
homily. For instance Paul's speech in the synagogue at Pisidian Antioch could be 
built on the proem-text 1 Sm 13 .14, linking together aseder text of Dt 4.25-46 and 
a haftarah of2 Sm 7.6-16. The idea is attractive, though the connection to Dt 4.25-
46 is very general. Bowker honestly characterises it as no better than 'a reasonable 
guess' (103). The claim is made more interesting by the observation that the 
proem-text of 1 Sm 13.14 is given by the double, side-by-side, forms of targumic 
and LXX text. lt is, however, necessary to suppose also that Paul begins his homily 
with a historical introduction (Ac13.17-21), which has no parallel in the proem
homilies which have come down to us, so that Bowker suggests that we have here 
a moreprimitive form of the proem-homi1y. If Paul's speech in the synagogue at 
Antioch is acceptable as a proem-homily, this would strengthen the even weaker 
evidence that Peter's speech at Pentecost (Ac 2.21-36) and Stephen's defence are in 
the form of proem-homilies. So Peter's speech would be a proem-homily on Joel 
2.32, using Dt 29.1-21 as seder and Is 63.9-19 as haftarah. The connection to both 
these texts seems to me tenuous, but there is definitely a complicated midrashic 
argument in process, by which the meaning of words is established by one text and 
transferred to another. Thus 'freeing him from the pangs of death' (v. 24) is a 
reminiscence of Ps 113.3. This is then applied to the resurrection by the quotation 
in v. 27 of the same phrase in Ps 16.1 0. A further transfer follows: the same pas
sage Ps 16.8 justifies the link to Ps 110.1, referring to the exaltation of Christ to 
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God's right hand. So, even if it is not wholly convincing that the speech is in the 
form of a proem-homily, there is little doubt that the argument of gezerah shawah 
is in progress. 

5. The presentation of events and stories in the NT 

Thus far we have considered Jewish methods of the interpretation of scripture 
as it is used in argument in the NT, roughly equivalent to halakhah. It is time now 
to turn to haggadah, or the presentation of events and stories. 

A first element to be considered is the infancy stories of Mt and Lk. These have 
been so often used and so fully treated recently, especially by R. Brown that I can 
be brief. In view of the definition of midrash previously given it is weil not to call 
these stories haggadic midrashim, for they do not embroider or enhance a biblical 
text. Brown suggests that they are best classified in the genre of 'infancy narratives 
of famous men'. Our concem is not to establish the historical core of the stories. 
Brown (1977, 34-35) lists eleven points shared by the two narratives. These may 
form the historical core. All but one of them occur in the single passage Mt 1.18-
2.1. Our concem is that the manner of treatment of the two narratives is, each in its 
own distinctive way, markedly similar to Jewish use of the Bible in the first cen
tury. 

Perhaps the closest parallels in method to Mt's account come from the accounts 
of Moses' birth in Josephus, Philo and Pseudo-Philo. Just as Mt and Lk share a 
certain substratum but weave around it different arabesques, each in function of his 
theology, so Josephus and Pseudo-Philo. Thus Josephus, ever eager to make the 
Jews attractive to his Roman masters, insists on the charm and attractiveness of the 
baby in the bulrushes: 

When she saw the little child she was greatly in love with it on account of its 
largeness and beauty, for God had taken such care in the formation of Moses 
that he caused him tobe thought worthy ofbringing up. 

Jos. A.J., 2.9.5.224-5, tr. Whiston 

Pseudo-Philo, on the other hand, much more rabbinie and arguably written in 
late first-century Palestine (Feldmann 1989, 60) makes sure that Pharaoh's daugh
ter checks his circumcision: 

Filia autem Pharaonis lavare in flumine secundum quod in sornnis viderat et 
viderunt ancillae eius thibin. Et misit unam, et accepit et aperuit eam. Et ut vidit 
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puemm et dum vidisset in zaticon, hoc est in testamenturn carnis, dixit, De filiis 
Hebraeomm est. Ant. Bibi., 9.15 

Philo Judaeus, for his part, brilliant psychological raconteur that he is, expati-
ates on the motivation of each of the characters, even on the gmmpiness that day 
ofPharaoh's daughter (1.14) as well as making good use ofhis local knowledge to 
stressthat the Nileis- unlike most rivers- in full flood in summer (1.5). 

Much of Mt's account is reminiscent of the haggadic midrashim written around 
the young Moses. lt would not, I think, be unfair to say that it is merely more care
fully written and theologically denser than these pretty and casual midrashim. 
Luke, on the other hand, uses quite different techniques, his use of scripture being 
much more allusive than direct. But here again there are close parallels. The man
ner in which the Cantieies of Lk 1-2 are composed, using a plethora of biblical 
phrases, is especially reminiscent of hymns in Jdt 16, 2 Bar, 4 Esr. Most particu
larly they approximate to the sentiments of the poor expressed in the Qumran Ho

dayoth (1QM 11.8-16; 1QH 2.31-36; 5.12-16; 18.14-16). 

This is typical of the technique of relecture. The presentation of events and per
sons in terrns of previous events and persons in order to show their significance is 
constant throughout the Bible. The return from exile is presented in terrns of the 
first deliverance of Israel from Egypt (Is 43.16-21: creation of a path where none 
existed, provision of water in the desert, the praise of God by his people; or Is 
48.20-23), just as the final restoration of Zion is represented in terms of the fmitful 
rivers of Eden (Ezek 47.1-12, followed by Joel 2 and Zc 14.8-11). Ephraim's infi
delity is represented by Ho 12.3-9 in terms of the historic trickery of Jacob, de
frauding his brother, growing rich by trickery, seeing God at Bethel. Joshua is re
peatedly shown to be a second Moses, continuing his work and holding his posi
tion for a new generation: Jos 3.7, 'as I was with Moses, so shall I be with you'; 
4.14, 'that day Yahweh made Joshua great in the eyes of all Israel, who respected 
him as they had respected Moses.' The typology is continued in the crossing of the 
Jordan dryshod (3.14-15, a mirror-image of the crossing of the Red Sea, also 
roughly at pascha1 time, 5.10-11 ). In the Maccabean wars Mattathias is compared 
to Phinehas for zeal (1 Mc 2.26) and his son Judas, like a young lion roaring over 
its prey, is equated with his namesake, the son of Jacob in Gn 49.9. The technique 
continues into later literature, such as Josephus, who has the gall to interpret his 
understanding of dreams (B.J. 3.8.3.350-4) in te1ms of Daniel, and the abuse he 
received from his fellow-countrymen in terrns of that suffered by Jeremiah (B.J. 
5.9.4.391 ). In the Psalms of Solomon 17 recent disasters are represented in terrns of 
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the Babylonian exile, and from v. 21 onwards the coming of the Messiah is pre
sented in terms ofDavid and the messianic psalms. 

In the gospels the Death of Judas is an excellent and complex example of the 
technique. Mt 27 seems to attribute to Jeremiah the text of Zc 11.12-13. In fact, 
rather than 'then was fulfilled the word spoken through the prophet Jeremiah' being 
a careless mis-attribution of this Zechariah-citation, Mt may weil be referring to a 
different text in Jer 26.15, 'if you put me to death you will be bringing innocent 
blood on yourselves' (cf. Mt 27.24-25). The Potter's Fieldas a burial-ground may, 
in its turn, be a reminiscence of Jeremiah's prophecy about Tophet as a burial
ground when he goes down to the potter and is then innocently imprisoned (Jer 
19 .11-20.2). The connection with Jeremiah is reinforced by the otherwise slightly 
awkward positioning of the story of the death of Judas immediately after the 'inno
cent blood' is handed over to Pilate. 

It is only consonant with this typological approach to scripture that again and 
again the significance of Jesus is shown by describing him in terms of the central 
figures of the Bible. This is often clone by way of allusion, in ways immediately 
obvious only to those familiar with the biblical background. Thus, as we have 
seen, Mt shows the significance of Jesus by presenting him as the New Moses, 
both in the infancy stories and throughout the gospel. The significance of a number 
of Jesus' miracles is shown by a deliberate modelling of the story on an Old Tes
tament typology. The meaning of the Multiplication of Loaves (Mk 6.35-44) is 
shown by the modelling of the process of the story on the similar miracle per
formed by Elisha (2 K 4.42-44), which in turn derives its significance from Moses' 
gift of manna in the desert ( cf. Heising 1966). The significance of the next miracle, 
the Walkingon the Water, is made clearer through Exodus 14.19-31 and its inter
pretation in the tradition of the Tar·gums (Stegner 1994). 

Beyond the gospels, also, the scene of the conversion/vocation of Saul is nar
rated in dependence both on the unexpected conversion ofHeliodorus, the persecu
tor of God's people in 2 Mc 3, and on several vocation narratives of the Old Tes
tament ( cf. Lohfink 1965). 

Conclusion 

Apart from the somewhat specialised writings and views of Qumran, lack of 
contemporary evidence of Jewish methods of exegesis restricts a comparison with 
the methods of the NT. The gospels do, however, suggest that some of the princi
pal arguments later used by the rahbis in legal argument were already used by 
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Jesus and presumably his contemporaries. The use of such arguments by Paul, 
Hebrews and Jude is far more sophisticated, suggesting that both author and re
cipients were familiar with a certain style of scriptural argument, based on quite 
specific rules. In certain of his letters Paul is particularly concemed to use such 
techniques specifically to argue against points of view widely accepted within 
Judaism, in order to show the centrality of Christ. Among these techniques the 
most important and obvious are qal wahomer, the interpretation of one text in 
function of another, the use of link-words, minor adjustrnents of the text ( espe
cially tenses and persons) to suit the interpretation proposed. 

In the gospels, as might be expected, Mt shows the deepest and most consistent 
familiarity with Jewish techniques of use of scripture, quoting scripture frequently 
in the manner of the Qurnran pesharim and using it widely in legal and symbolic 
argument. He, more than any other evangelist, uses the techniques of haggadic 
midrashim in his story-telling (Infancy Narratives, Death of Judas, Pilate's Wife ). 
John 6, and possibly certain passages in Acts, may also show traces of ancient 
Jewish homily-technique. For the gospel narratives, however, the most important 
of all the contemporary techniques is the presentation of figures and events m 
tenns of previous biblical figures and events to underline their significance. 

Appendix 

I would like to conclude with an exposition of Jude 4.19, 'the most elaborate 
passage of formal exegesis in the manner of the Qurnran pesharim to be found in 
the New Testament' (Bauckham 1980, 233). This exegesis is the heart of the Ietter, 
taking up 16 of its 25 verses, wholly in the manner of the thematic pesharim - not, 
of course, the continuous commentaries - of Qurnran. Here an outline will be fo1-
lowed by a commentary. 
5-7 Text 1: three biblical examples of groups who failed and were punished 

8-10: Application to the present day, with secondary texts. 

11 Text 2: three biblical examples of individuals who led the people astray 
12-13: Application to the present day, with secondary texts. 

14-15 Text 3: An ancient prophecy: 1 Enoch 1.9 
16: Application to the present day. 

17-18 Text 4: A modern prophecy, an apostolic saying 
19: Application to the present day. 
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Features typical of Jewish exegesis, patiicularly that of Qumran, are: 

1. The pesher-technique of eschatological application by means of o{n;ot at the 

beginning of each application, vv. 8, 12, 16, 19. 

2. The standard !ist of three examples of judgement: the desert generation (Nb 

14), the fallen angels (1 En 10.4-6), Sodom and Gomorrah (Gn 19), which occur 

also in other lists: 

Sir 16.7-10 The giants, Sodom and Gomorrah, the desert generation 

3 Mc 2.4-7 The giants, Sodom, Pharaoh in the desert 

CD 2.17-3.12 The heavenly watchers, children ofNoah, the desert generation 

2 P 4-7 The fallen angels, the flood generation, Sodom and Gomonah. 

3. The use of secondary texts to illustrate the primary texts: in the first interpre

tation the passage may weil be taken from the lost ending of The Testament of 
Moses. In the second interpretation four texts illustrate delusive features in the four 

regions of the universe, clouds in the sky, trees on the earth, waves in the sea, and 

stars in the heavens. In 1 En 2-3 the clouds, the leaves and the stars are cited pre

cisely as sure indicators, whereas in Jude they are cited as deceptive failures. 

4. The catchword stmcture is typical of Qumran literature: 

V. 5-11 

V. 15-18 

&:nwA.EoEv ... &:nwA.wro, linking texts 1 and 2 

&:oEßEtc; ... &:oEßE twv, linking texts 3 and 4 

v. 5,6-14,15 KUpLOc;, Kptotv ... KUpLOc;, Kptotv, linking texts 1 and 3 

V. 16-18 Kat& tac; E=mew(ac; i:autwv nopEuo~Evot, linking texts 3 and 4. 

There are also verballinks between Iemma and interpretation: 

V. 5,7 

V. 9 
V. 11 

V. 15 

Kup toc; ... oapKÜc; 

ßA.aocjJT]~(ac; KUP LOc; 

1TAtXV(l 

EAtXAT]OO:lJ 

V. 8 oapKo: ... KUp LOTT]to: 

V. 8 KUpLOtT]tO: ßA.o:ocjJTj~OUOLlJ 

V .13 1T AO:Vijto: l 

v.16 A.o:A.Et 

and linking the introductory v. 4 with the exegesis: Kpt~a. &:oEßEtc;, KUpLOv. 

Much the same process, though less elaborate, is at work in the core passage 1 

P 2.4-10. This forrns the climax of the first part of the epistle, surnming up the 

teaching on Christ and on the election of the new people of God. After the intro

ductory v. 4-5 it is forrned from three texts applied to Christ and linked by the 

catchword A.(8oc; (Is 28.16; Ps 118.22; Is 8.14), followed by three texts about the 

people of God, linked by the catchword A.aoc; (Is 43.20-21; Ex 19.5-6; Ho 2.23). 

The first trio is linked to the introductory statement by Heoc; and the second trio by 
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the expression LEpaTEUf.LO: /iywv. A further feature of midrashic exegesis evident in 
this passage is the adjustment of texts to fit the interpretation: thus in v. 6 the un
usual text-form (found also in Rm 9.33) 'I6ou -c(8ruH is preferred to the LXX in 
order to link with hE8T]O<XV (v. 8), and 1ToA.u-cEA.f] is omitted from the quotation of Is 
28.16 in order to balance A.(8ov EXAEK-cov with yE:vot; EKAEKTOV in v.9. 
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